GUEST ACTIVITY LIST & PRICES 2019
Guided Riding Safari
± 1,5 – 2 hours Horse ride

R850.00 per person
Small Children - a fun 15-20-minutes ride around the stable’s paddocks on a lead
R100.00 per child
We take groups of maximum 6 Riders on one out ride.
We have a weight limit of 90 kg and a height limit of 1.90 m per rider.
We ride on well trained Arabian Crossed Boerperd horses and only use English saddles.
The rides are early morning and afternoon.
Children from the age of 12 are allowed on outrides in the Reserve unless prior
arrangement with management.

Guided Game Drive
Enjoy a 3 - 4 hours game drive in an open safari vehicle through the 2,500-hectare private
reserve, accompanied by our experienced game ranger. Encounter an abundance of
wildlife, such as antelopes, giraffes, wildebeest, zebras and lots of cute warthogs.
Stop for a romantic sun-downer and listen to the voices of the African Bush.
Min 2 people, at R450.00 per person

Guided Bush Walk – Birding Tour
Rejuvenate your spirit on a long walk through the unspoilt wilderness. Bush walks are the
best way to work up an appetite, these range from stalking trips with camera and
binoculars to a comfortable stroll to a shaded picnic spot. We have recorded and spotted
more than 250 bird species! Own Binoculars needed!
Or for a 360 view of the area and reserve, climb up the Pakamisa Mountain and a steep
decent to our sun downer spot, definitely worth it!
Max 10 people, at R300.00 per person

Archery
Be taken back into Sherwood Forest and experience the thrills of Robin Hood. Learn a new
skill and test your aiming abilities by shooting an arrow from a compound bow onto a
target between 10 and 40m away! Children will be supplied with a simple bow if they also
wish to participate.
Max 4 people, at R300.00 per person

GUEST ACTIVITIES LIST & PRICES 2019
Clay Target Shooting
Charge per cartridge
Charge per clay
Use of gun, amenities, instruction etc per person

R8.00
R8.00
R300.00

A minimum of 2 shooters per group required.
You will be accompanied by a Professional Hunter / Instructor and staff.
The Pakamisa Clay Target Parcours consists of 7 stands and 10 clays per stand are shot.
You are allowed 2 shots per clay to score a point.

Air Rifle Target Shooting
Learn a new skill and test your aiming abilities by shooting a drop-down target between
10 and 40m away!
Max 4 people, at R350.00 per person

Lunch
2 Course @ R 170 per person
Toasted sandwich @ R 85 per person

All prices are subject to change without prior notice.
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